1. Introduction. In [2] , F. Bagemihl and W. Seidel posed the following question: Given a sequence {z n } in the open unit disc A converging to some £ £ dA and a meromorphic function /: A -• P\ (C) such that ]im n -¥OO f(z n ) = c for some c e P\{C), under what conditions on / and {z n } can / have the limit c along some continuum in A which is asymptotic at £? They answer this question with two interesting sufficient conditions on / and {z n }.
In this paper we extend their results to the higher dimensional case. First we shall introduce a few terminologies.
Let Q be a bounded domain with C 1 -boundary in C m . Then at each C G dQ, the tangent space 7j(dQ) and the unit outward normal vector z/j are well-defined. We denote by C7j(dQ) and Oj the complex tangent space and the complex normal space, respectively. The complex tangent space at £ is defined as the (m -1) dimensional complex subspace of T c (dQ) and given by CT c (dQ) := {z e C m : (z,w) = 0 5 Vu; E Ci/ C }, (z, w) = Yf/Li ZjWj.
We say that a subset S c Q is asymptotic at £ e dO if 5ndQ = {£} and non-tangentially asymptotic at £ if 5 c F a (C) for some a > 1, where (la) r a (C):={z€O:|z-C|<a<J f (z)}, (lb) 57
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and p denotes the euclidean distance in C m . In particular, a curve y: (0,1) -> Q is non-tangentially asymptotic at £ if y(t) e T a (Q for some a > 1 and all t e (0,1), and lim,_i_ y(t) = £.
Let iV be a connected paracompact hermitian manifold with hermitian metric h^ which induces the standard topology of N. By d^ we denote the distance function associated with IIN.
By Hol(Q, N) we denote the space of all holomorphic maps /: Q. -> iV. We say that a mapping / e Hol(Q, iV) has an asymptotic limit I at C £ #Q along the curve y in fl, write lim y9z _ > f f(z) = /, if y is asymptotic at £ and lim r _>i_df#(/(y(£)),/) = 0, a raaf/a/ limit I at C if lim £ _>o+ dN(f(C -ev{),l) = 0, a non-tangential limit I at £ if lim ra (f)3 Z _f dxifiz), /) = 0 for every a > 1 and an admissible limit I at C if lim^(£) 3z _^ d N (f(z), /) = 0 for every a > 0, where We remark that the definition of normality adopted here does not require M to be homogeneous and coincides with that of [7] when M is homogeneous and N is compact [1], [6] . Therefore, it is a slightly more general notion than that of [7] . for all peE and all feF.
Due to the compactness of X, the proof of Lemma 1 can be carried out in the same way as that of Lemma 2.7 of [7] . Therefore, we omit the proof. 
there exist sequences {z n } and {w n } in A with k±{z n ,w n ) < I/n but d N (f o y/(z n ), f o y/(w n )) > e for some y/ e Hol(A, M). This means that {z n } is a P-sequence for / o y/ m Since kM{v(zn)> Viwn)) < k&(z n , w n ) < l/n -+ 0, {y/{z n )} is also a P-sequence for / in Af which contradicts (c). Therefore, {/ o i//: if/ e Hoi (A, M)} is an equicontinuous family and hence normal since X is compact. This proves (a).
Theorem 1 is also proved in [6] for compact N and in [3] for N = the Riemann sphere.
3. Boundary behavior of normal mappings. THEOREM 2. Let X and N be given as in Theorem 1, and let Q be a bounded domain with C 1 -boundary in C m . Suppose that S is an arbitrary asymptotic continuum at £ edQ such that (6a) where r(i/(z)) denotes the radius of the largest ball in Q n CT U ( Z ), centered at v{z), the orthogonal projection of z to Cv^ and CT U^ is the hyperplane through u(z) that is parallel to CT^dQ). Iff e Hol(Q, X) is a normal map such that lims^^f ^(/(z), /) = 0 for some /GI, then lim ra (f) Bz _>f dxifiz),I) = 0 for alia > 1.
Proof. By the definition of r(u(z)), QnCr i/(z) contains the euclidean ball B(v(z), r(v(z)))\cT,, {=) , the restriction to CT v^z y
The distance-decreasing property of the Kobayashi metric implies 
f)3c
Proof Let (p n G Aut(Q) be such that <p n (Po) = Pn for some fixed point po G fi. Then the family {g n }, gn = f°(pn> omits / for all n and forms a normal family, since / is normal. Proof. Let {q n }, q n = v{p n )> be the orthogonal projection of {p n } to Ci/ f . Then (10) k Q {q n ,q n +i) <k Q (p n ,p n +i) so that kQ(q n ,q n+ \) -> 0 as n -> oo. Let y be a curve in QnCi/f joining q n and #"+! by shortest curves. Since ICQ is an inner metric, such curves exist for sufficiently large n. Since / is normal, by Theorem 1, there exists Q > 0 such that
Therefore, condition (b) together with (7) implies
and hence,
by the triangle inequality. We wish to show: -boundary in [3] . The author wishes to thank the referee for pointing this out to him.
